Abstract
Introduction
Binocular stereo vision is a hot issue in the field of computer vision.Stereo matching is the important segment to realize stereo vision.The accuracy of stereo matching is the bottleneck problem to restrict the development of stereo vision technology. Stereo matching algorithm can be roughly divided into global matching algorithm and partial matching algorithm. Region matching algorithm can obtain disparity information directly and has low complexity [1] , therefore be widely used in the real-time stereo vision system.
Region matching algorithm is largely dependent on the establishment of matching window and the selection of similarity measurement function. The regional segmentation algorithm can obtain the better effect by selecting the shape and size of matching window dynamically,.But this algorithm can't obtain better effect for complex texture images [2] . The similarity measure functions include sum of absolute differences (SAD), sum of squared differences (SSD), Rank transform, Census transform [3] . The SSD and SDA algorithm are easily affected by the uneven illumination and occlusion to cause the matching error. Rank transform algorithm is similar to filter and defines the grayscale through the matching points and gray differential in the characteristic window [4] . Zabih [5] converted level transformation algorithm to Census transform. Although these algorithms have been able to greatly improve the performance of the region matching, these algorithms will appear parallax smooth transition phenomenon when gray level changes largely. Their complexity is difficult to meet the requirements of high-speed and real-time.This paper proposes an improved algorithm that combines with edge detection, Sobel gradient operator, gradient amplitude histogram and the improved
Calculation of Gradient Amplitude
The change of pixel will impact its gradient amplitude,so the areas that gray level changes largely can be determined by calculating the gradient amplitude. Sobel is a derivative edge detection operator. It is a kind of effective calculation method of the gradient. Each pixel in the image will do the convolution operation with 33  template [7] . As shown in Figure 1 , one affects the horizontal direction, another affects the vertical direction. When sobel operator is used to calculate ( , ) P x y 's gradient, the pixel need to be regarded as the center to establish a 33  window. All pixels within the window need to do the convolution operation with two nuclear to obtain horizontal component G x and vertical component G y respectively. As formula (1) -(4):
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The pixel ( , ) P x y 's gradient amplitude can be computed through the two component , as formula (5) . 
Adaptive Matching Window
The size of window is vital for stereo matching.If the window is too small,the information will be not enough to express the characteristics of the regional.If the window is too large, it will violate the hypothesis that the disparity value is consistent.It will cause that the edge disparity is too smooth to distinguish between objects and their background. At the same time, it reduces the speed. In order to improve the matching precision, the size of matching window need to change with the change of pixel gray level.
When the pixel's gradient changes severely, the image's gray level changes relatively severly.The change of gradient value is severly in disparity discontinuous regional. The size of matching window should be set relatively smaller. As for the low texture regions, the size should be set larger. This paper adopts double threshold value to adjust the size of the window dynamically：to select two gradient amplitude threshold, G h is higner than G l ；size of matching window is set
This paper calculates the gradient magnitude of each pixel by sobel operator to establish gradient amplitude histogram. The abscissa is the gradient magnitude, and the ordinate is the number of pixel points corresponding to radient magnitude. In order to reduce the difficulty and error of selecting threshold, before drawing the gradient magnitude histogram, all pixels are need for non maxima suppression processing. That is, in the 33  neighborhood of current pixel,if the pixel's gradient magnitude is greater than the two adjacent pixes' along the gradient direction,it marks as 1, otherwise as 0.
Based on the gradient histogram，the threshold selection problem is actually to find out the smooth area that locates between the peak in the area where gray changes smoothly and the first peak in the region where gray changes severely. In order to find the area, the gradient amplitude of the adjacent two points need to make difference. As formula (6) .
() NMS i is the gradient magnitude histogram after non-maximum value suppression.
The high and low threshold are set as:
Arg represents the first pixel i that meet the ( ) 0 dif i 
Improved Algorithm of Census Transform
The accuracy of matching algotithm not only depends on the establishment of matching window, also relates closely to the similarity measure function. Census transform belongs to the nonparametric similarity factor. The basic idea is to use a rectangular window to traverse the image and put the gray value of the pixel in the center of the window as a reference value.Then the remaining pixels within the window are compared with the reference value successively. If the gray value of pixel is smaller than the reference value, it is recorded as 1, otherwise recorded as 0, and then outputs a string of binary code connected bit by bit [8] . 
In the formula, () Wp is the matching window as the pixel P is cneter, () Ip is the gray value of pixel P, () Iq is the gray value except P in () 
However, the traditional Census transform is over-reliance on the center pixel. When the image is disturbed, the distorted center pixel will increase the chance of mismatching.This paper uses the average of all the pixel values to replace the center pixel value, and converts according to the formula (8), (9) . This enhances the anti-jamming ability of Census transform.
Hardware Implementation
This paper takes advantage of FPGA to complete the improved stereo matching algorithm. The RTL view of algorithm module is shown in Figure 2 . 
The Design of Cache Window
The cache window is required to implement the improved algorithm. Because of the characteristics of FPGA programming, we cannot express a window of datas through an array. Therefore when using hardware to implement the algorithm,it requires a set of registers with the same size as the window to cache datas.
The paper uses the Quartus Ⅱ software's shift register macro module (altshift_taps,based on RAM) to design the cache window. Altshift_taps can be configurable and have taps. Each tap outputs data at the specified location of the shift register chain. For example,for an image( 256 256  ),altshift_taps module parameter is set as 8 inputs、8 outputs and 3 taps. Two adjacent taps are separated by 256 registers. The distance between two adjacent taps is set according to the image size. In engineering practice, the 33  window is often used. Shift_RAM contains two rows of data, then enters one array of data, so that you can get a 33  window data array. The shift register's simulation waveform is shown in Figure 3 . 
Sobel Gradient Operator
According to the gradient calculation formula, to calculate the gradient of a pixel needs to know about the each pixel's gray value of this point as the center of the 33  neighborhood. Then the horizontal and the vertical gradient operators carry out the addition, multiplication and square root arithmetic with the corresponding gradation. The hardware implementation of Sobel gradient operator can be divided into two parts, namely image data buffer module and gradient binding module. The image data buffer module adopts Shift_Register to be achieved.The gradient combination module adopts the programmable macro module and Verilog HDL language to be achived. Sobel gradient operator's simulation waveform is shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Simulation Waveform of Sobel Operator

Design of Adaptive Threshold
The selection of adaptive threshold is based on the gradient histogram.Therefore the image after the non maxima suppression needs to be carried out histogram statistics. By using the image ( 640 480 8  bit ) as an example, the gradient values are concentrated between 0 and 200 by calculating.So it requires 200 registers, and each registers' width is 8 bit. These registers are used to store the number of different pixels'gradient value.Thire gradient value is set as the address of these registers.To reset these registers at the beginning of each image.After entering the gradient value, the contents of register is taken out into the accumulator 1 through the address selector.Write into the register after plusing one until all pixel of the whole image finish statistics. The circuit of adptive threshold is shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Circuit of Adaptive Threshold
When the image signal reach, the clock circuit will maintain the 200 system clock. During the effective period of the clock, the content of the accumulator 2 pluses one by itself since the arrival of each clock. Regard the cumulative results as register group's address, the content of the corresponding address register and content of the next address register are transferred into register 1 and register 2 respectively.The contents of register 1
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC and register 2 are difference according to equation (6) . The comparator compares the difference results with 0.If it's 0, the comparator sends signal to stop accumulator 2. The value of accumulator 2 is the high threshold G h , G h is divided by 2 to obtain the low threshold G l .
Stereo Matching
In order to improve the real-time performance of the system, the design of Census module adopts the parallel optimization method to resource exchange time. For example, there is a 77  local transform window. The shift register group expands to 8 lines, each column reads 8 pixels' data.When moving the window horizontally,the datas of the census transform window updata once every eight clock cycles.Use the 128-bit comparator to compute two census transform windows' coding bit string( Code0、Codel). The two groups of codes are respectively obtained by Census transform. When the census transform window moving to the end of each line, it can obtain two adjacent line of pixels' value of Census transform.Therefore it needs to move the shift register group down to the two lines and restarts the next two rowes of pixels' Census transform. It can be seen that after parallel input each list of datas, namely after eight clock cycles, we can get two pixels' local census transform coding. However, originally it can get only one pixel's local census transform every after seven clock cycles. From the analysis of resources, the number of comparator increases by one times, but the amount of shift register only increased by 1/7. Optimization results makes local census transform speed increase nearly one times, operation frequency/cycle (pixels) from 1/7 up to 1/5 (pixels/cycle).The module of Census tranform is shown in Figure 6 . 
Experimental Results Analysis
In this paper, a 4th-order low-distortion low-pass sigma-delta modulator using time sharing technology
In order to verify the validity of this algorithm, the experimental results will be uploaded to Middlebury website platform to be assessed [9] [10] [11] . This algorithm's supported windows were set up for D 1 =7、D 2 =5、D 3 =3. In order to analyze the matching accuracy,we choose some similar algorithm to compare with this algorithm. The matching accuracy comparison results is shown in Table 1 .
By comparison, ADCensus algorithm can achieve very low rate of mismatching, but the algorithm is complex. It needs a lot of processing.The complexity of the algorithm is higher than that of the algorithm proposed in this paper. This algorithm's mismatching rate is lower than that of SSD + ASW and Census + ASW algorithm. By contrast, the algorithm proposed in this paper achieves better results in terms of accuracy and real-time performance. The algorithm proposed in this paper runs on both PC and FPGA to process the same image ( 640 480  ). The comparison result is shown in Table 2 . The matching results are compared by processing the Teddy image in Middlebury platform.The comparison resluts of SSD+ASW, Census+ASW and the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 7 -10. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the disparity map of this algorithm is more clear than that of Census+ASW and SSD+ASW algorithm.And it expresses more information accurately.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an improved stereo matching algorithm based on Sobel gradient operator and implements this algorithm with the aid of the FPGA. The experimental results show that the matching effect of the algorithm can obtain the more dense disparity map. FPGA is helpful for improving the real-time property of the algorithm effectively. But the parallax edge is not accurate due to occlusion problems. These aspects will be improved in the subsequent research.
